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ABSTRACT

Before implementing any statistical analysis it is crucial to check whether outliers are present in
the dataset because their existence imply a distorted analysis that leads to unreliable results and
incorrect policy decisions. To overcome that, this paper proposes and advanced econometric approach
based on a linear regression framework that is capable of identifying and handling vertical outliers
under three alternative scenarios. This methodology, that can be generalized to any other dataset,
is applied to a real irrigation dataset on 15 countries sorted out in two groups in order to compute
reliable summary statistics on unit irrigation costs that help governments, international organizations
and water management in implementing cost efficient water investment decisions as well as knowing
how much to pay on average, at maximum, and at minimum, for a given irrigation investment project
type located in a given country. Once vertical outliers are handled, two main conclusions are found.
First, unit irrigation costs tend on average to be lower for Middle-East countries rather than Afro-Arab
countries. Second, is not shown that large scale irrigation investment projects are on average more
expansive than small scale irrigation investment projects since it depends on both the country and
scenario chosen. Although, the first result is in line with the reality that gives to Afro-Arab countries
higher average unit irrigation costs, the second result confirmed at pooled and country level has not
been sufficiently addressed by the literature and opens to new different water policy recommendations.
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1. Introduction
Outliers are atypical observations, present in virtually every dataset, that can strongly distort any
statistical analysis producing unreliable results that lead to incorrect policy decisions. This is especially
true, as the pioneer Edgeworth (1887) work has shown, when Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator is
used as a tool for outliers identification. This happens for two main reasons. First, being this estimator
an equal weighted sum of dependent variable observations, it treats with an equal weight observations
that are potential outliers from observations that are not potential outliers while discrimination
should be needed instead. Second, being also the OLS estimator based on a minimization of squared
residuals that means practically minimizing their variance, when outliers are present the variance of
the residuals increases considerably and the OLS estimator is largely influenced as well. It implies
distorted estimates as well, unreliable results and incorrect policy decisions. These reasons imply
that the OLS estimator does not represent a good tool, in reality is the worst, to identify outliers unless
a prior different estimator or analysis concludes that these atypical observations are not present. In
fact, something which is not typical cannot be identified using an estimation tool that is typical and
constructed under a series of regularity conditions. Then, as pointed out by Huber (1964), Rousseeuw
and Yohai (1987), Yohai (1987), Maronna (2006) an other outlier identifying tool is needed.
Furthermore, outliers are mainly of four types according their influence on the OLS estimator. Vertical
outliers are those observations that are outlying respect to the space spanned by the dependent variable
but not outlying in the space spanned by the regressors. Horizontal outliers are those observations that
are outlying respect to the space spanned by the regressors but not outlying in the space spanned by
the dependent variable. Good leverage points are observations that are outlying in the space spanned
by the regressors but that are located close to the regression line. Bad leverage points are observations
that are both outlying in the space of explanatory variables and located far from the true regression
line. As mentioned, these types of outliers influence OLS estimates in different ways. Vertical outliers
affects OLS estimates and in particular they affects the estimated regression intercept. Horizontal
outliers affects OLS estimates and especially they affects the slope coefficients of the regression.
Good leverage points does not affect the OLS estimates because they are points located closely to the
regression line but it affects statistical inference since they do inflate the estimated standard errors.
Bad leverage points affects significantly the OLS estimates of both the intercept and slopes coefficients.
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In addition, outliers do not come alone especially in survey data but are almost always accompanied by
missing values, large number of variables, sampling weights and measurement errors. Handling each
of these data features requires further analysis and study.
This paper outperforms all these challenges proposing an advanced econometric approach for outliers
identification based on regression framework estimated using Method of Moments (MM) rather than
OLS in a three scenarios context. This methodology, that can be generalized to any other dataset,
is applied to a real irrigation dataset in order to compute reliable unit irrigation costs that can help
governments and international organization in formulating specific territorial policy recommendation
and advices, to enhance the water population conditions as well as suggesting the right price per
hectare that an international investor should efficiently pay for an given irrigation investment project
in a given region or country.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the dataset used as well as
some basic variables’ assumptions, Section (3) describes the methodology used to identify and handling
outliers, Section (4) applies the methodology described before computing reliable summary statistics
on unit irrigation costs at pooled, region and country level as well as by irrigation type level in a three
scenarios context, Section (5) concludes summing up the main paper findings and finally Section (6)
gives possible further extensions.
2. The dataset
The dataset is collected by aggregating specific country irrigation portfolios spreadsheets. The aggregated
dataset consists of two main variables:
• Total = is the total irrigation investment cost (expressed in unit of United States Dollars (USD));
• Hectares = is the surface (expressed in hectares) covered by each irrigation investment project.
Regarding the total cost variable, since each investment project can be devoted to more than one types
of irrigation project, indeed, large scale (LS) projects, small scale (SS) projects and rehabilitation and
modernization (RM) projects, it has been calculated exactly the proportion of the total cost devoted to each
type or irrigation project. It has been assumed the total cost variable is free from measurement errors.
Regarding the hectare variable, it is known just the entire irrigation investment surface while the surface
devoted to specific type of irrigation projects remains unknown. Further, it has been assumed both that
the hectare variable is properly measured and free from outliers. It implies that, just vertical outliers are
present in the real dataset and just statistics to identify vertical outliers are needed. Finally, the total number
of countries involved are 15 sorted out in Middle-East countries and Afro-Arab countries while the total
number of irrigation investment projects here considered are 225.
Given these assumptions about variables, the main question of interest is how calculate reliable summary
statistics on unit irrigation costs at pooled, region and country level and by type of irrigation project. Because
having reliable unit irrigation costs it is crucial to implement correct water and agriculture policies at these
territorial levels and for these investments types.
3. The cost analysis: the methodology used
Given the variables’ assumptions, the summary statistics on unit irrigation costs have been worked
out after identifying outliers respect to the cost variable. Once vertical outliers has been identified,
the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum value and the minimum value of unit irrigation costs
are computed at pooled, region and country level and by type or irrigation project in a three scenarios
context.
As mentioned, the outliers identification has been carried out using a linear regression of the log of
total cost on the log of hectares covered and on the log of squared hectares estimated by MM rather
than OLS. Then, the functional regression form used to identify outliers is:

where, ln(TCi,h,k) denotes the log of total irrigation investment cost for observation i, irrigation type h
and territorial aggregation k, ln(Hi,h,k) denotes the log of hectares covered by the irrigation investment
project for observation i, irrigation investment type h and territorial aggregation k, [ln(Hi,h,k)]2 denotes
the squared of logs along the hectares covered by the irrigation investment for observation i, irrigation
investment type h and territorial aggregation k, Ei,h,k denotes the regression error term for observation
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i, irrigation investment type h and territorial aggregation k and finally b0 is a constant term while b1 and
b2 are the elasticities.
This is a log-log functional regression form with a quadratic regressor term. This functional form
has been tested severally and confirmed to be optimal for the starting dataset at left of Figure (1) at
different territorial levels for the following reasons. Regarding the log-log form, first, when logs of both
dependent and independent variable are taken the distributions of variables are more near to a normal
distribution as shown at right of Figure (1) and it is coherent with classic regression assumptions.
Second, when logs are taken the R-adjusted increases considerably and it is usually desirable when a
statistician have to choose between levels and logs. Third, the Box-Cox test rejects both the functional
form in levels and the function form log-lin, then it is confirmed further on that both levels and loglin forms are not appropriated. While regarding the inclusion of the quadratic term, this choice has
been motivated by the necessity to capture no-constant elasticity between total costs and the hectares
covered that allows increasing or decreasing marginal costs effects. Further, this term has been
included only when, inside the regression estimated MM, it is significant according to the t-test.
Furthermore, when it is t-significant this term is also capable of improving R-adjusted considerably.

As remarked, the regression shown in Equation (1) has been estimated MM rather than OLS to
discriminate between potential outliers observation and no potential outliers observations. Then, once
estimated, it has been drawn out a measure of vertical outlyingness given by the robust standardized
residuals (denoted by Sstdresi,h,k) and flagged outliers as those observations that have a robust standardized
residual larger than 2.25 in absolute value.
Once flagged the outliers, unit irrigation costs has been computed in the following three scenarios
context. In scenario A, no vertical outliers are assumed then independently from the outlyingness
statistics drawn, all observation are kept and the unit irrigation cost are computed as the ratio of total
cost on the hectares covered, indeed:
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4. The cost analysis: the results and policy decisions
This section applies the methodology explained before proving reliable summary statistics on unit
irrigation costs, such as, the mean of unit costs, their standard deviation, the maximum value and
the minimum value at different territorial levels, namely, at pooled (Table (1)), regional (Table (2)) and
country level (Table (3)) and by type of irrigation project, namely, small scale (SS), large scale (LS) and
rehabilitation and modernization (RM).
Looking at pooled level, Table (1) shows the first and the most important result of this paper, it is
not shown that LS irrigation investment projects are on average more expensive than SS irrigation
investment projects but it depends on the scenario chosen. In fact, the mean of unit irrigation costs
for LS irrigation investment projects is higher than the mean of unit irrigation costs for SS irrigation
investment projects only in scenario B where vertical outliers are deleted.

Differently, when all observations are held or outliers weighting scheme is carried out the mean of unit
costs referred to LS irrigation investment projects is lower than the mean of unit costs referred to SS
projects1. This result imply that, larger is the scale of a given irrigation investment project and smaller
could be on average the unit cost paid per hectare. It means that the investor, whether he has the option
to choose the type of investment, could save on average money implementing a more efficient water
policy by investing in LS projects rather than SS projects if he believes that his information has not
atypical values or these values are present but he retains weighable.
Looking at the region level, Table (2) shows the second most important result of this paper. Once
vertical outliers are handled, on average unit irrigation costs tend to be lower for Middle East countries
rather than Afro-Arab countries2.
In fact, in scenario C the mean of unit irrigation costs for LS projects is around 1900 USD per hectare cheaper
than the average of unit costs for SS projects (6905,14 USD paid on average per hectare versus 5014,48 USD paid
on average per hectare). Further, this LS project mean convenience increases amply in scenario A (26787,76 USD
versus 5139,91 USD per hectare). Differently, in scenario B the mean of LS projects becomes higher than the
mean of SS projects (5095.75 USD versus 3810,71 USD per hectare).
2 In fact, in both scenario B and C the means of unit irrigation cots are lower for Middle-East country rather than
in Afro-Arab countries. For example, in scenario B, the mean vary between 1761,49 USD per hectare and 4501,95
1
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Looking at country level, Table (3) confirms, at this territorial level, that once vertical outliers are
handled LS irrigation investment projects are not on average more expensive than SS irrigation
investment projects but it depends on the chosen country. For example, LS projects are cheaper on
average than SS projects in Lebanon, Egypt and Oman in both scenario B and C. This implies that higher
is the scale of the irrigation project and lower is on average the cost paid per hectare. It follows that for
an international investor are on average more convenient in these countries LS projects rather than SS
projects because the cost per hectare for LS projects is smaller.

Differently, in Iraq. Morocco and Algeria LS projects remain on average more expensive than SS projects
in both scenario B and C. This implies that higher is the scale of the irrigation project and higher is on
USD per hectare for Middle East countries while Afro-Arab countries have produced a mean between 4964,75
USD and 6698,65 USD per hectare. Then, means in Middle-East country are lower than means in Afro-Arab country for any type of irrigation investment. Further, in scenario C, the mean of SS irrigation investment project is
6937,83 USD per hectare for Middle-East countries while the mean for Afro-Arab countries is 7155,54 USD per
hectare. Furthermore, the mean of RM irrigation investment project is 2021,69 USD per hectare for Middle-East
countries while the mean for Afro-Arab countries is 4840,63 USD per hectare. Finally, also considering irrigation
projects as whole, is has been confirmed that on average unit costs are lower for Middle East countries rather
than Afro-Arab countries (4638,69 USD versus 6939,34 USD per hectare in scenario C and 3072 USD versus
6972,65 USD per hectare in scenario B).
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average the cost paid per hectare. It follows that for an international investor are on average more
convenient in these countries SS projects rather than LS projects because the cost per hectare for SS
projects is smaller.
Finally, for other countries, such us, Mauritania, Tunisia and Syria since some type of irrigation
investment projects are missing at total a comparison between SS projects and LS projects in not
possible unless new observations or an enlarged dataset is created or provided. Then, for these
countries is not possible to formulate investor policy recommendations.
5. Conclusions
The negative influences of outliers on datasets applications is known for a long time. This paper has proposed
an advanced econometric method, applied to a real irrigation investment dataset, to handle this issue in a
three scenarios context.
This methodology, that can be generalized to any other dataset, has produced reliable summary statistics
on unit irrigation costs at different territorial levels and by type of irrigation investment that will help surely
governments, international organizations and water management in implementing more efficient water
investment decisions and water policies as well as knowing how much to pay on average or at maximum or at
minimum for a given irrigation investment project type located in a given country.
Nowadays, the use of these robust statistical methods is becoming more and more important in many fields
and applied sciences because outliers are virtually present in any dataset and they must be handled robustly
in order to produce correct policy decisions and recommendations.
6. Further developments
These results raise several issues for future applied research. Four are mentioned here. First, it has been
assumed that regressors have not outliers and they are properly measured. These two assumptions have
implied first that, given the goodness of the estimated regression line, may be present as only vertical outliers
and second that the hectare variable is well reported and measured without a measurement error. Then,
vertical outliers has been identified under a linear log-log regression with or without a squared regression
term, indeed the most suitable functional form case per case, as those observations that have a robust
standardized residual larger than 2.25 in absolute value. Although this methodology has produced reliable,
realistic and no distorted summary statistics on unit irrigation costs both regressors and the dependent
variable might be poorly reported that means a measurement error in the regressors and or in the dependent.
Further, measurement error might be correlated that means an additional challenge to handle. Under
horizontal outliers and measurement errors the methodology here explained must be tuned and it represents
the first future possible development. Second, outliers have been identified assuming no other variables affect
the relationship between the total cost and the hectares. This assumption needed to be confirmed in order
to avoid the omitted variable bias that can distort any regression consistently. Third, a Bayesian approach
rather than traditional regression to identify potential outliers might be carried out taking advantage from
the near normality of the log-data transformation. Further, once outliers have been Bayesian identified also
a model based directly on the distributions is possible. Fourth, our results are based on 225 initial irrigation
projects in two regions. Would there be additional improvements if we were to use more irrigation projects?
Therefore, would there be additional improvements if we were use global data rather than two region country
data instead? In other words, the issue of systematically selecting data observations from very many other
data observations is a difficult challenge that requires further research. In general, having more information
is a plus then it follows that enlarging the starting dataset, thought merging or appending also from different
data sources should be needed and it represents the most important further development to carry out.
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